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Abstract. Lightning faults occupy in the majority of instantaneous fault and reclosing can
usually be successful, so power supply can be restored without immediate patrol in many cases.
Firstly, this paper introduces the lightning fault positioning and identifying method. Then test
electrical performance of insulators after lightning strike from 110kV lines. Data shows that
lightning strike has little effect on the electric performance of insulator. Finally, illustrating
disposal process of the 110 kV transmission line after lightning fault, certifying that the power
supply reliability be ensured without line patrol.

1 Introduction
Statistics show that lightning faults occupy more than 50% of the power system faults in
general[1]-[4]. Frequent lightning outages bring operation and maintenance personnel heavy task of
inspection[5]-[7]. According to operating experience, lightning failure is usually instantaneous fault
and reclosing can generally be successful, so patrol is not required when some lightning fault occurs
and power supply can be restored[8]-[9]. Therefore, precise positioning and identifying of lightning
failure as well as assessing the electrical performance of insulators after strike by lightning can help to
make more efficient transmission line strategy, which is important for the safe operation of
transmission lines.
Paper[10]-[12] describes principle of fault positioning method basing on travelling wave. However,
research on identification of fault is seldom reported.
In terms of insulators’ electrical performance evaluation, paper[13] describes electrical
performance of composite insulators in operation after several years. While research which focuses on
performance of insulators after lightning is not very usual.
This paper firstly introduces basic principles of positioning and identification, analyzing the
performance of insulator after lightning fault. Secondly, assesses the performance of insulators
froma110kV transmission line after lightning strike, at last develop guideline patrol strategy for the
operation and maintenance personnel.

2 Principle of Fault Positioning
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When fault occurs, travelling wave will spread from lightning point to both ends of transmission, and
the position of fault can be obtained through double terminal method which is as shown in Figure.1.
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Figure 1. Double Terminal Method Schematic

In Figure.1, #1 and #2 are monitoring terminal devices, which are used to record travelling
waveforms[14]. T1and T2refer to time that travelling wave arrives in #1 and #2 respectively, and L is
the distance between #1 and #2 terminals, v is velocity of travelling wave. The distance of L1 which is
between fault point and #1 terminal can be obtained by formula (1), and L2can be obtained by (2):
L1  ( L  (T1  T2 )v) / 2
(1)

L2  ( L  (T1  T2 )v) / 2

(2)
If there is only one monitoring terminal device on transmission line, we can also get the distance
between lightning point and terminal through single terminal method[15], the principle of which is as
shown in Figure.2.
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Figure 2. Single Terminal Method Schematic

When travelling wave reaches substation, it will be reflected by substation and then spreads to
lightning point. When waveform reaches lightning point, then second reflection occurs and waveform
spreads to both end of transmission line. In Figure.2, L2can be given out by (3):
(T  T )v
(3)
L2  3 2
2

3 Principle of Fault Recognition
In order to find out the difference between lightning and non-lightning travelling wave, distributed
fault diagnosis devices installed on transmission lines are used to monitor kinds of fault for a long
time. As a result, we have recorded and obtained many lightning and non-lightning travelling
waveforms. Such waveforms are as shown as Figure.3.
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Figure 3. Lightning And Non-Lightning Travelling Wave

From Figure.3 we can see that lightning travelling wave is quite different from non-lightning
travelling wave, such as large waveform amplitude, narrow pulse width, large steepness and so on.
The tail time of lightning waveform tends to be less than 40μs, while the tail time of non-lightning
wave is mostly more than 40μs, which can help to identify the lightning and non-lightning waveform.
In addition, the fast Fourier transform (FFT)is adopted to convert the time domain waveform to the
frequency domain[16]-[17]. And lightning and non-lightning travelling wave spectrum analysis results
are as follows:
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Figure 4. Frequency Graph Of Lightning And Non-Lighting Wave

The output of FFT results are discrete data points and each point corresponds to a frequency of the
AC component. The energy of each point can be obtained by(4):
2
(4)
W (i)  Y (i) (i  0, f , 2f ,3f ......)
Y (i) is the modulus of point. f  f M / NFFT , fM is sampling rate.
The FFT results are fully symmetric, so the proportion of total energy between point 1 to i can be
expressed by the following equation (5):
i

fM 2

j 0

j 0

R(i)  W ( j ) /

 W ( j)(i  0, f , 2f ,3f ... f

M

2;)

(5)

Figure.4 shows that lightning travelling wave contains much high frequency component, which
component of F>30kHzaccounts for a significant proportion, while component of F>30kHz for
non-lightning travelling wave occupies very small.
In order to further analyze the numerical difference between the two values, the present paper
analyzed more than 20 lightning travelling waves and 30 non-lightning travelling waves. The results
show that R(0-30kHz) of lightning travelling wave is between 0.1 and 0.9, while R(0-30kHz) exceeds
0.93 for non-lightning travelling wave.
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Overall, we can use these two methods to identify lightning and non-lightning travelling wave.
Experience shows that recognizing accuracy ratio is over 95%.

4 Experimental Details
4.1 Experimental Equipment
4 glass insulators and 4 composite insulators are applied in the experiment, which are all under
operation about 4 years. Before experiment, we number all these insulators, then 4 composite
insulators are marked as 1, 2, 3, 4 and glass insulators marked as 5, 6, 7, 8. Insulator marked 1and 5
are normal, while other insulators have been struck by lightning.
A 1000kVA power frequency test transformer is adopted for the AC flashover experiment, which
rated voltage and current is 1000kV and 1A respectively. While in the impulse flashover experiment
we use a 2400kV/210kJ impulse generator, which waveform generated meet the requirements of
IEC60060[18].
4.2 Test Results and Analysis
4.2.1 Lightning Impulse Experimental
Lightning flashover experiments are carried out under the prescribed procedures according to GB/T
775.2-2003[19], and each test has been repeated for 26~35 times. The lightning impulse U50% is
determined by formula (6)
 niU i
U 50% 
(6)
 ni
The test results are as shown in table 1:
Table 1. Insulator Lightning ImpulseU50%
Type

Composite Insulator

Glass Insulator

Number

U50%/kV

1

798.6

2

806.1

3

792.7

4

779.2

5

765.2

6

766.6

7

761.9

8

771.0

Table 1shows that lightning impulseU50%of composite insulators change from 779.2 to 806.1 kV,
while U50%of glass insulators are 765.2 to 771kV.
There are certain differences in U50%of different composite insulators and the deviation is within
2.4%compared with the #1 insulator, while U50%of #2 is higher than the normal insulator #1, so
lightning fault has little effect on lightning impulse insulation level for composite insulator, and
almost no effect on glass insulators.
4.2.2 Switching Impulse experimental
Test methods and data processing is similar to 3.2.1, the results are as shown in Table 2:
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Table 2. Switching Impulse U50%
Type

Composite insulator

Glass insulator

Number

U50%/kV

1

725.6

2

727.9

3

721.2

4

712.5

5

692.6

6

689.7

7

693.8

8

696.5

Composite insulators switching impulseU50%are between 712.5 and 727.9kV,while U50%of glass
insulators are 689.7 to 696.5kV. Compared with #1 insulator, deviation of U50%of #2~#4 is between
-1.8%~0.3%, while -0.4%~0.4% for glass insulators.
4.2.3 Dry-Band Arcing Discharge Characteristic Experiment under Power Frequency
According to [18]-[19], dry-band arcing discharge voltage Ud of eight insulators are as shown in table
3.
Table 3. Dry-Band Arcing Discharge Voltage Ud under Power Frequency
Type

Composite insulator

Glass insulator

Number

Ud/kV

1

417.5

2

414.2

3

396.1

4

401.3

5

382.4

6

386.0

7

371.5

8

361.7

We can see from Table 3 that lightning fault has little effect on dry-band arcing discharge voltage
of composite insulators and glass insulators. Compared with the normal case, the maximum deviation
of Ud of composite insulators is -3.8%, while it is-5.5% for glass insulators. The value of Ud of
insulators is all above 300kV, which is much higher than actual operating voltage of the 110kV
transmission line.
4.2.4 Wet-Band Arcing Discharge Characteristic Experiment under Power Frequency
Vertical component of artificial rain is 1.4mm/min, the horizontal component is 1.3mm / min,
rainfall temperature is 15ć, rain resistance is 114Ω·m, the experimental results are as shown in Table
4[18]-[19].
Table 4. Wet-Band Arcing Discharge Voltage Uw Under Power Frequency

Type
Composite Insulator

Number
1
2

5

Uw/kV
344.1
352.2
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3
329.9
4
333.4
5
317.5
6
321.4
Glass Insulator
7
306.5
8
311.7
As it can be seen from Table 4, wet-band arcing discharge voltage of each insulator in power
frequency is lower than its dry-band arcing discharge voltage. Uw of Composite Insulators is between
329.9 and 352.2kV, while glass insulators is 306.5~321.4 kV. All are above300kV.Therefore,
wet-band arcing discharge will not happen on 110kV transmission line even though lightning strike
occurs.
Synthesizing table 1-4 data and analysis, we can conclude that insulation performance of 110kV
glass insulators and composite insulators changes little after lightning strike. Even though lightning
fault occurs, such insulators still remains a high degree of insulation margin, which may still continue
operating for a while longer.

5 Lightning Fault Line Patrol Strategy and Practical Case
A diagnosis case of 110kV lightning fault is as follows. Fault happened on a 110kV transmission line,
and Figure.5(a) is the fault travelling wave, which FFT frequency graph is shown as Figure.5(b).
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Figure 5. Travelling Wave and Its FFT Frequency Graph

The tail time of the fault travelling wave of Figure.5 (a) is 17μs, and R(0-30kHz)=0.45, so it can be
concluded that the fault is lightning fault.
From Figure.5(a), T3-T2=71.2μs. Take the velocity of travelling wave as v=290m/μs. Single
terminal method is used to determine the distance between terminal and fault point,
L2  71.2  290 / 2  10324m , and it may be easily found out that the fault point is located in #27
tower A phase, which insulator is the same as #1~#4 in the experiment. From the experiment results
mentioned above, lightning strike has little influence on electric performance of 110kV composite
insulator, and it reclosed successfully, so it doesn’t need line patrol. The following running experience
shows that this insulator runs well, which has proved that the line patrol strategy is correct.

6 Conclusion
(1)Compared with non-lightning fault travelling wave, lightning fault travelling wave has
characteristics such as a large component of high frequency components, tail time <40μs, and
R(0-30kHz) between 0.1 and 0.9, which can be used to distinguish lightning and non-lightning fault.
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(2)Experimental data shows that lightning strike has little effect on insulation performance of
composite insulator and glass insulator. The actual operation result proves the patrol strategy is correct.
Therefore, it is not necessary to immediately patrol for most transmission line after lightning failures.
(3) To make the results more convincing, more insulators after lightning fault need to be collected and
tested. Research needs to be put forward further. The present study can provide some certain guidance
for the operation and maintenance of transmission lines.
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